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So what is applied computer science?
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?
But ... why doesn't it work???



In relation to the user, many 
products are simply boorish
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What to do our student?

Yes, maybe these are 
students, they still 
don’t really know how 
to design an interface 
...

* Работа выпускника ИКТИБ ЮФУ



Our university e-library

* ЮФУ, личный кабинет в электронной библиотеке

But here is the current product. 
Personal account of the teacher 
in the electronic library of our 
university. Entries in the list 
without a title, we must learn to 
distinguish them by date



Connect (MTS)

* МТС, коннект-менеджер

This interface is a rebus. Who will 
guess the network connection 
status?



MS Windows 8.1

* Microsoft, запуск приложения в Windows 8.1

And the well-known example of the 
"Applications" window in Windows 
8.1. To finding a shortcut you need is a 
very difficult task. The ergonomics rule 
“no more than 7 objects of 
observation” is grossly violated



MVC, why?

Starting from the university, we are taught the basic MVC development model, which 
separates the processes of data storage, visualization and processing. But integrity is 
lost, each participant does not have a common vision of the goal, and, most 
importantly, the functionality of the system is separated from its user interface.



MIX TECHNOLOGIES

In the struggle for the user, designers invent dozens of 
powerful tools: flat design, parallax effect, decorative 
fonts. However, they often rely on their own taste, or 
fashion trends. No empirical study has been conducted.



Usability crisis?
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We see that it, like ergonomics, is constantly losing popularity. There is no time for 
research in fast development methods. But at the same time, there is a growing 
interest in UX - “user experience”, that is, the perception and response of the user 
that arise as a result of the use and/or future use of the interface



Satisfaction – it is priority!

Effectiveness

SatisfactionProductivity

Usability

But at the same time, there is a growing interest 
in UX - “user experience”, that is, the perception 
and response of the user that arise as a result of 
the use and/or future use of the interface. A 
classical usability is deformed. The main task is to 
achieve satisfaction, even to the detriment of 
productivity and effectiveness.



What product is ordered in Technical
Task? Wow, killed, stunning, cool…

* – по материалам публикаций И. Бурмистрова на сайте 
http://interux.ru



[1]

[1] – по материалам публикаций И. Бурмистрова на сайте http://interux.ru











Classical UX - waterfall model
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A product team that uses a cascading development model in its work will find out 
everything that is possible before creating even the simplest prototype. Research can last 
months or even years; and their results dictate the work of the design team. which is 
fundamentally incompatible with the Agile method, which focuses on fast iteration, that is, 
speed and flexibility have replaced accuracy and predictability as competitive advantages



Lean UX
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Lean UX appeared, compatible with Agile. The main idea is to create the 
simplest version of the idea, test it, and if there are no valuable results, refuse
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Google Ventures Design sprint
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The sprint design is a classic UX with low accuracy, which allows you to identify 
and test prototypes quickly. That is, when developing, we act on a standard 
system and rely on ready-made solutions.

*Tina Design @tinalong290



Dual-track agile
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And finally, another approach appears that combines both methods, defining 
two parallel working teams - production and research, the last one feeds 
developers with information about user experience
At the same time, we want to simplify the development process, but in the end 
we complicate it.

http://playbook.co-innovationlab.com/images/dual-track-agile-diagram.png



What to do?
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The “Ergodesign” concept

Ergodesign is a new direction of human-oriented scientific and design activities, in 
which aesthetically and ergonomically complete objects and a subject-spatial environment 
are created through the integration of design and ergonomics

The goal for the designed software product is to balance the design form and 
ergonomic content



Our master’s program

We are preparing masters of applied informatics who are capable from a system 
perspective to design ways of effective human-machine interaction and create software 
products with an “ergodesigned” interface that meets the expanded requirements for 
layout and visual design, information architecture, and the degree to which the 
functionality matches user tasks and goals



So, we come to the main question, what to do to optimize the learning process and to let out of the 
university walls the specialists who are able to qualitatively solve the tasks of interface design?

As the analysis result of the user experience evolution, we came to the conclusion that the modern 
UX methodology contains in its basis a classic cascading UX process that is only maximally accelerated 
(the goal is to “hastily and roughly” get MVP - Minimally viable product) after a flexible development.

Therefore, it was decided to include the classical UX process into the training courses, gradually 
mastering which, students could further develop practical skills, improve them, increase the pace of 
work, successfully integrate into a modern design and development processes. 27



“NEO”classical UX
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The Elements of User Experience (J.J. Garrett)

The classical model of user experience elements developed by Jess Garrett was chosen as the 
supporting model and basis for the UX workshop at the university (our master's program): from the 
abstract level of “strategy” to the detailed level of “surface” of the software product.

In fact, the Garrett system of elements provides a well-applicable visual structure of the user 
experience classical study (from general to particular) in the educational process



The level of strategy
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The level 
of strategy 
user model

Based on the materials received, we form a model of the user representation - the key character 
of the system. His/her goals and motivation for using the product, as well as the context of the 
product use (when, why and how). And here the advantage of using photo collage in the 
description of the user’s model is that it conveys more information that is difficult to express in 
words.



The level of opportunities
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The task is to get an idea of the functionality and product content requirements.
This is achieved by an existing peer products analysis.
We study the functionality, features of the content and form an idea of possible problems 
and their causes.
As a result, we formalize the functionality of the product under the development



The level of structure
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This is achieved by User Flow
obtaining - the so-called hybrid
of the classic block diagram and
interface elements, which are
wireframes.

At this stage, we form an
consistent representation of the
design concept, that is, we build
the interaction logic between all
forms of the interface



The layout level
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At the layout level, we are talking about detailed 

documentation of each of the screen forms prototypes 

of the product.

We use the Adobe Experience Design tools, as well 

as the GOMS method, which allows us to place 

interface elements in such a way that the user 

achieves the goal in the minimum time



The surface
level
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At the last level of the surface, the visual design of the elements’ logical order, the
color design of the prototype, the addition of decorative elements, navigation and
information icons are implemented.

Adobe Experience Design is also used as a design tool
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Research activity

In addition, to assess ergonomics and improve the quality 
of the product further, oculography methods are used, as well as 
the method of electroencephalography, which with the help 
of a neuro headset allows you to get two indicators - the level 
of concentration of attention (Attention) and the level of relaxation (Meditation).

Using the method of oculography or eye tracking allows you to get a heat map of the user
gaze and determine the points of the interface on which the user's attention was focused for
the longest time. This allows, for example, to identify the presence of distractors, elements
that distract the user's attention from the main task.

IT tracking use allows you to make the interface as intuitive and convenient as possible.



Conclusion
1. As a result of the performed work, the practical significance of the 

Garrett system of elements as a visual tool for teaching the classical UX
process is confirmed.

2. The proposed methods have been tested in the educational process of 
the master's program "User Interface Ergodesign" since 2015.

3. And the master's program itself demonstrates high performance 
indicators.

4. On the whole, the program is unique and interesting both for applicants 
(this year the third set for the program has already been successfully 
completed) and for specialized IT companies (the number of such 
partner enterprises has grown to 18 this year).

5. In addition, according to statistics, 100% of the graduates of the program 
were employed.
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